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In a previous paper we investigated how various aspects of rally/racing

game design can be quantified for the development of future titles. This

paper explores how gamer preferences can be prioritised, analysed, and

incorporated into the design of rally games by structuring information via

a technique known as the Analytic Hierarchy Process, so as to allow the

data to be put to practical effect by games designers. Combined with other

techniques developed by the authors of this paper, the results can be used

for a holistic management of the design and development process for

many categories of interactive video games.
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R
ally games are a major branch of the driving/racing genre in the

console and PC games industry, a branch within which the

buoyancy of the market and, by implication, the intense level of

competition between developers may be judged by the release over the

past few years of a veritable abundance of titles, some with a particularly

high profile such as Sega Rally (arcades, Sega consoles and the PC),

V-Rally (Playstation, Gameboy), Colin McRae Rally (Playstation, PC),

Rally Championship (Playstation, PC), and World Rally Championship

(Playstation). However, as more such games have been released, the

quantity of sub-standard titles has also risen, as plainly evidenced by the

recurrent and increasingly bitter complaints to be found in EDGE,

the leading serious magazine devoted to the games industry1.

Accordingly, developing high-quality design tailored to the target

audience has become a priority for producers of rally games, especially

given the fact that developing a game for one of the leading platforms

can cost several millions of poundsdgone are the days of the cottage

games industry when a two-person team could produce a best-selling
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title by burning the midnight oil for two or three weeks, and with the

cost of failure therefore comparatively low.

Yet despite the pressures, only a very limited quantity of research has

been carried out into the demands and expectations of rally-game

players and into how these can be effectively translated into the design of

new gamesdindeed, much the same is true of other games genres. This is

why in an earlier paper published elsewhere (Jacobs and Ip, 2003) we

examined how general gamer requirements can be combined with the

design and development process, and in a paper published in this journal

(Ip and Jacobs, 2004) we investigated how certain key characteristics of

rally games can be quantified in order to determine the factors which

pertain to games of higher quality. This present contribution is centred

on how such factors can inform rally-games design. It may thus provide

rally-games developersdas well as, indirectly, developers of other game

genresdwith appropriate information for the requirements and

preferences of users to be incorporated into the design of their products.

1 Methodology
In order to collect the necessary information on gamer requirements, we

first conducted a survey of knowledgeable gamers. Next, we used

a technique for prioritising their preferences, and correlated these

preferences with different types of gamer. Finally, we structured the

information so as to allow the best use of it in practice.

A common difficulty in the capture of preferences using attitudinal

measurement scales (such as the frequently used Likert scales) is that of

respondents who tend to rate all factors as important (Bossert, 1991),

not to mention the thorny problem of devising a scale whose points are

truly equidistant (thus allowing genuinely valid statistical results): the

distance between, say, ‘1: Strongly disagree’ and ‘2: Disagree’, may not

be the same as that between ‘4: Agree’ and ‘5: Strongly agree’ (Moser,

1985; Jacobs, 1998). With these problems in mind, and wanting in this

particular instance to be sure of accurate, fine-grained results, we opted

for an alternative method of capturing the data we required, namely that

of paired comparisons. To this end, we used a piece of data-capture

software known as Priority Libra (from Priority Search Ltd). The

software enables a predetermined list of items to be prioritised by

requiring respondents to indicate, on a 7-point scale, the level of

importance they assign to each item when compared to other items. By

pairing each item three times with a different item, sufficient information

can be obtained to establish a global weight for each, a weight which
Design Studies Vol 26 No. 3 May 2005
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equates to its relative importance within the list. In addition, for our

purposes, preferences of different categories of gamer could also be

compared in order to determine the likely effect of producing one

particular game as opposed to another. Once the list of items has been

established, the software pairs each item in a random arrangement

(strictly speaking, the process is pseudo-random, since it is based on the

order of data-entry, but given that neither researcher nor respondent has

any knowledge of the arrangement process, the pairings can be

considered random). When the pairing is complete, appropriate

questionnaires can be printed.

A fundamental part of the procedure which will crucially affect later

analyses is, of course, that of selecting the items to be paired, and we

carefully took into account a number of factors which informed our

decisions when constructing the final set. Questions relating to user

preferences with regard to features of rally games were asked of both

industry experts and gamers, individuals being contacted either in

person (telephone, email) or via games-discussion forums on the

Internet. In addition, detailed synopses of pertinent features were

abstracted from numerous articles and reviews relating to rally games

published in news-stand magazines, especially EDGE. Taking into

account all the information obtained, we established a final list of 42

items to be used in the questionnaire. These are shown in Table 1. It is

worth mentioning that the appropriateness and extent of our choice was

later confirmed by the fact that although the questionnaire respondents

were strongly encouraged to add to the list of items any they regarded as

applicable but which were absent from it, only three suggestions were

made (see below under Section 2).

Our survey could now be conducted to enable a prioritisation of the

items, to be followed by an analysis using a method known as the

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This is a decision-making procedure

which, like the Libra software, is based on paired comparisons, and

which can be used for establishing the elements contributing to several

possible outcomes. It achieves this by gathering the associated

information relating to the objective in question from possible decision

alternatives, and assigning weights to each item which are then analysed

for the most logical answer to a question (the AHP objective),

here: which is the best rally-game design for which purpose? Figure 1

illustrates the basic AHP procedure. (For more information on AHP,

see Wind and Saaty (1980), Zahedi (1986), Saaty (1994), Calantone et al.

(1999).)
ements 245



In order to obtain the necessary information for decision alternatives,

AHP applies paired comparisons to all the attributes associated with the

objective. From this, attributes can be prioritised and related to the

decision-attribute from which they derive, thus indicating the overall

levels of significance. One difficulty with this method, however, is that it

ideally requires an extensive comparison between all the associated

factors, and can thus generate very large matrices. It is therefore often

recommended that the number of elements within each level of the

hierarchy should be kept to the absolute minimum (Zahedi, 1986, p. 98),

but for our investigation, with its associated list of 42 carefully selected

items, a reduction in size would have negated the true value of the

results. An alternative approach had to be taken. Since items had

already been prioritised in the Libra software, a further application of

the AHP paired-comparison procedure would probably not yield any

added benefit, but we thought that adapting the information obtained

via the Libra software to the requirements of AHP could be beneficial.

Table 1 Item list of rally-game preferences

1. Graphical realism of cars 22. Relevant licensing of real drivers
2. Graphical realism of environment 23. Relevant licensing of championship teams
3. Graphical realism of different viewpoints 24. Relevant licensing of environmentdstages,

events, advertisers, etc.
4. High level of graphical detaildanimation,

visual detail, etc.
25. Collisions do more damage to car

5. High frame rate/graphical clarity &
smoothness

26. More intelligent CPU opponents

6. Sound of engine/other car sounds 27. Possible failure of car due to damage/faults
7. Sound of collisions 28. Logical game progressiondrewards,

milestones, etc.
8. Fluidity of speechdco-driver, commentary,

etc.
29. Suitable learning curve

9. Sound effectsdweather, slides, spectators, etc. 30. Ease/suitability of game controls
10. In-game music 31. More extensive career modesde.g. rookie to

World Rally Champion
11. Car-handling realism 32. Extensive championship modes
12. Realistic portrayal of speed 33. Longer rally stages
13. Collision realism 34. More rally stages
14. Damage realismdeffect on car 35. Real-life stages (layout, length, names, etc.)
15. Weather realismdeffect on grip, visibility, etc. 36. Wider selection of carsdold and new
16. Better use of/development of relevant

peripherals
37. Simultaneous head-to-head modes

17. More mechanical items available for
configuration

38. Turn-based multiplayer modes

18. More repairable parts during service intervals 39. Simultaneous online head-to-head modes
19. Realistic faults made by co-driver/team 40. Turn-based online multiplayer modes
20. Intervention/role of spectatorsdassists, over-

crowding, etc.
41. Online updatesdof game, scores, etc.

21. Relevant licensing of real cars 42. Online featuresdcompetitions, news, etc.
246 Design Studies Vol 26 No. 3 May 2005



Accordingly, we decided to focus the application of AHP on the

prioritisations of game preferences obtained from the Libra software for

different types of gamer (hardcore, casual, and young gamers). These

results could thus potentially aid the decision as to what type of game

should be developed in order to satisfy the majority of customers. In

essence, the key decision criteria were now concerned with how a given

design aspect could be given suitable emphasis, and how this might

affect the type of gamers it could attract.

Possible survey participants were identified from the local university

(Swansea), local schools, and dedicated Internet gaming forums.

Requests were made in person or via email to help with the research

by completing the questionnaire. While there was some difficulty

obtaining young gamers (due mostly to timetabling problems at the

schools), a total of 84 gamers agreed to take part (19 aged under 16, and

65 aged 16 or over). In the case of the under-16 gamers, and with others

if it was thought necessary, one of the authors of this paper was present
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to provide detailed explanations and instructions so as to ensure

accurate and valid responses.

2 Analysis
Of the 84 possible responses, 77 valid responses to the questionnaires

containing paired comparisons of 42 rally-game features, were returned.

While the age of the 77 respondents was taken into account, we also used

a procedure for classifying them developed by us, namely, a catego-

risation based on a quantifiable estimate of a gamer’s experience and

knowledge (in essence resulting in a division of gamers into hardcore,

moderate and casualdsee IP and Adams, 2002; IP, 2003). The Libra

software then produced prioritisations for the following gamer groups:

all, young (under 16 years of age), mature (16 or over), casual (typically,

occasional gamers with limited gaming knowledge), moderate, and

hardcore (frequent and knowledgeable gamers).

Table 2 shows values between zero (of very little or no importance) and

10 (highly important) for each item. A brief observation reveals some

noticeable differences of item prioritisations between gamer catego-

riesdespecially between casual and hardcore gamersdbut prioritisa-

tions for the majority of items are similar. In general, items such as

handling realism, realistic portrayal of speed, collision realism, and high

frame rate/graphical clarity and smoothness, were regarded as the most

important, while items such as turn-based online multiplayer, online

updates (of game, scores, etc.), online competitions, and in-game music

were considered less important. Significance testing performed by the

Libra software showed that, in general, items situated at the top and

bottom of the scale (i.e. those regarded as the most and least important)

were statistically significant even at the 99% level, with only those items

towards which respondents were generally indifferent showing no

statistical significance. A good degree of confidence could therefore be

attached to items considered to be important and unimportant for

gamers.

As mentioned above, our expectation that the items selected for the

questionnaire would be more or less exhaustive was confirmed, with

only three respondents each specifying one additional design as-

pectdcustomisable driver roster, clutch feature, and tutorial mode.

When asked to assess the relative importance of these items in

comparison with the original 42, these respondents gave ratings of 5,

1, and 3, respectively (1 being unimportant, and 10 being very

important). This information was duly incorporated into the analysis.
Design Studies Vol 26 No. 3 May 2005



Table 2 Prioritisations of rally-game preferences

All gamers Casual Moderate Hardcore Young Mature

1. Graphical realism of cars 6.75 6.66 7.18 6.20 6.25 6.88
2. Graphical realism of environment 6.56 5.55 7.31 5.86 6.25 6.64
3. Graphical realism of different viewpoints 5.58 5.55 6.15 4.83 5.62 5.57
4. High level of graphical detaildanimation,

visual detail, etc.
6.30 7.78 6.15 6.03 5.62 6.47

5. High frame rate/graphical clarity
& smoothness

7.66 8.33 7.05 8.27 6.56 7.95

6. Sound of engine/other car sounds 3.96 3.33 3.46 4.83 3.12 4.18
7. Sound of collisions 3.70 2.22 3.72 4.14 4.37 3.52
8. Fluidity of speechdco-driver, commentary, etc. 4.02 2.78 3.97 4.48 3.75 4.10
9. Sound effectsdweather, slides, spectators, etc. 4.54 5.55 4.36 4.48 4.37 4.59

10. In-game music 2.59 3.89 2.69 2.07 3.12 2.46
11. Car-handling realism 8.37 9.44 7.95 8.62 7.19 8.69
12. Realistic portrayal of speed 7.72 8.89 7.56 7.58 7.19 7.87
13. Collision realism 7.21 7.22 7.31 7.07 7.81 7.05
14. Damage realismdeffect on car 6.43 5.55 6.28 6.89 5.94 6.55
15. Weather realismdeffect on grip, visibility, etc. 6.82 7.22 6.41 7.24 5.94 7.05
16. Better use of/development of

relevant peripherals
4.02 4.44 3.97 3.96 5.31 3.69

17. More mechanical items available
for configuration

4.09 3.33 4.61 3.62 5.94 3.60

18. More repairable parts during service intervals 4.41 2.78 5.51 3.45 5.94 4.01
19. Realistic faults made by co-driver/team 3.70 2.22 4.48 3.10 4.37 3.52
20. Intervention/role of spectatorsdassists,

over-crowding, etc.
3.31 3.89 4.10 2.07 4.68 2.95

21. Relevant licensing of real cars 4.35 4.44 4.48 4.14 4.37 4.34
22. Relevant licensing of real drivers 3.11 2.22 3.84 2.41 4.68 2.70
23. Relevant licensing of championship teams 3.31 3.89 4.23 1.89 5.62 2.70
24. Relevant licensing of environmentdstages,

events, advertisers, etc.
3.24 3.89 3.59 2.58 4.37 2.95

25. Collisions do more damage to car 4.87 4.44 4.23 5.86 4.37 5.00
26. More intelligent CPU opponents 6.30 5.55 5.51 7.58 5.00 6.64
27. Possible failure of car due to damage/faults 4.28 3.33 4.87 3.79 5.00 4.10
28. Logical game progressiondrewards,

milestones, etc.
5.78 5.00 5.51 6.38 4.06 6.23

29. Suitable learning curve 5.45 4.44 4.48 7.07 5.00 5.57
30. Ease/suitability of game controls 6.88 7.78 6.15 7.58 5.31 7.29
31. More extensive career modesde.g. rookie to

World Rally Champion
6.04 6.66 5.77 6.20 6.25 5.98

32. Extensive championship modes 5.26 3.89 5.00 6.03 5.00 5.33
33. Longer rally stages 4.61 5.00 4.74 4.31 5.00 4.51
34. More rally stages 5.65 7.22 5.51 5.34 5.31 5.74
35. Real-life stages (layout, length, names, etc.) 4.80 7.22 4.87 3.96 4.68 4.83
36. Wider selection of carsdold and new 5.39 7.22 5.13 5.17 5.00 5.49
37. Simultaneous head-to-head modes 6.10 6.66 5.25 7.07 5.31 6.31
38. Turn-based multiplayer modes 4.02 3.89 4.23 3.79 4.06 4.01
39. Simultaneous online head-to-head modes 4.28 4.44 3.46 5.34 2.81 4.67
40. Turn-based online multiplayer modes 2.34 1.66 2.69 2.07 3.75 1.96
41. Online updatesdof game, scores, etc. 2.14 1.11 2.56 1.89 2.18 2.13
42. Online featuresdcompetitions, news, etc. 3.31 2.22 3.07 3.96 2.81 3.44
43. Customisable driver roster 5 5 5 5 5 5
44. Clutch feature 1 1 1 1 1 1
45. Tutorial mode 3 3 3 3 3 3
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The next stage was to examine the effects of choosing different versions

of a game based on these prioritisations. The decision as to which type of

game is to be developed depends on a company’s principal target

audience (casual, hardcore, young gamers or whatever), but a company

can determine the level of shortfall or surplus with which the game

satisfies other customer categories by making comparisons between

customer importance-rankings. Hence, it may transpire that despite the

game in question being tailored to a particular gamer category, it may

cover many ‘would-likes’ from another category. Using the prioritisa-

tions from various gamers shown in Table 2, an indication as to the

extent to which design aspects for different gamers are satisfied if one

particular game were chosen can be obtained by comparing each

individual item. For example, item X with a score of 4 for hardcore

gamers, and 10 for young gamers would result in 4� 10, giving a value

of �6. This would give an indication of the overall extent to which

preferences of other categories of gamer are satisfied (in this case, a game

for hardcore gamers is likely to cause dissatisfaction with casual gamers

since there is a shortfall of 6). By calculating this for all 42 items,

a summary of individual and overall effects can be obtained.

The results in Table 2 indicate that, overall, making a game for casual

gamers satisfies the least number of preferences for other gamers (a

value of �2.46), and negative sum values were found for all other

categories of gamer. Amore detailed examination reveals that the design

category structure and challenge (items 25e32) is the worst affected, in

particular for hardcore gamers (a value of �9.40). The categories

technical realism (items 11e20), and graphics (items 1e5) are generally

not affected to such a degree. In contrast, a game for moderate gamers

satisfies most of the other items (with a value of 1.17), but again,

particularly evident is the negative effect on hardcore gamers for

structure and challenge (�8.97).

In order to tease out more from the data, positive values (i.e. items

exceeded by one particular type of gamer) were replaced by zeros. In this

way, the total negative effect on other gamers could be investigated. The

results show that making a game for hardcore gamers causes the largest

negative effect on other items (a value of �61.05), with the category

licensing causing the most significant effect (items 21e24, with a value of

�21.20: 35% of total negative effect). Significant also were the results

relating to making a game for casual, moderate, and young gamers,

which show that the design categories structure and challenge and

technical realism were by far the most negatively affected overall

(representing 53%, 49%, and 44% of the total effect, respectively). This
Design Studies Vol 26 No. 3 May 2005



Table 3 AHP-structured analysis

Rally-game preferences All
gamers

Casual Moderate Hardcore Young Mature Mean
category
importance

Graphics
1. Graphical realism of cars 6.75 6.66 7.18 6.20 6.25 6.88 7.35

2. Graphical realism of environment 6.56 5.55 7.31 5.86 6.25 6.64
3. Graphical realism of different

viewpoints
5.58 5.55 6.15 4.83 5.62 5.57

4. High level of graphical
detaildanimation, visual detail, etc.

6.30 7.78 6.15 6.03 5.62 6.47

5. High frame rate/graphical
clarity & smoothness

7.66 8.33 7.05 8.27 6.56 7.95

Sounds
6. Sound of engine/other car sounds 3.96 3.33 3.46 4.83 3.12 4.18 4.63

7. Sound of collisions 3.70 2.22 3.72 4.14 4.37 3.52
8. Fluidity of speechdco-driver,

commentary, etc.
4.02 2.78 3.97 4.48 3.75 4.10

9. Sound effectsdweather, slides,
spectators, etc.

4.54 5.55 4.36 4.48 4.37 4.59

10. In-game music 2.59 3.89 2.69 2.07 3.125 2.46

Technical realism
11. Car-handling realism 8.37 9.44 7.95 8.62 7.19 8.69 6.66

12. Realistic portrayal of speed 7.72 8.89 7.56 7.58 7.19 7.87
13. Collision realism 7.21 7.22 7.31 7.07 7.81 7.05
14. Damage realismdeffect on car 6.43 5.55 6.28 6.89 5.94 6.55
15. Weather realismdeffect on grip,

visibility, etc.
6.82 7.22 6.41 7.24 5.94 7.05

16. Better use of/development of
relevant peripherals

4.02 4.44 3.97 3.96 5.31 3.69

17. More mechanical items available
for configuration

4.09 3.33 4.61 3.62 5.94 3.60

18. More repairable parts during
service intervals

4.41 2.78 5.51 3.45 5.94 4.01

19. Realistic faults made by
co-driver/team

3.70 2.22 4.48 3.10 4.37 3.52

20. Intervention/role of
spectatorsdassists,
over-crowding, etc.

3.31 3.89 4.10 2.07 4.68 2.95

Licensing
21. Relevant licensing of real cars 4.35 4.44 4.48 4.14 4.37 4.34 4.79

22. Relevant licensing of real drivers 3.11 2.22 3.84 2.41 4.68 2.70
23. Relevant licensing of

championship teams
3.31 3.89 4.23 1.89 5.62 2.70

24. Relevant licensing of
environmentdstages,
events, advertisers, etc.

3.24 3.89 3.59 2.58 4.37 2.95

(continued)
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particular result is notable since an extensive questionnaire on gamer

attitudes conducted by one of the authors of this paper found that

licensing was generally considered to be a relatively unimportant aspect

of design, factors such as gameplay and realism being regarded as more

important (Ip, 2003). Taking these views in conjunction with the results

here, the evidence suggests that making a game for casual, moderate,

Table 3 (continued)

Rally-game preferences All
gamers

Casual Moderate Hardcore Young Mature Mean
category
importance

Structure and challenge
25. Collisions do more damage

to car
4.87 4.44 4.23 5.86 4.37 5.00 6.55

26. More intelligent CPU opponents 6.30 5.55 5.51 7.58 5.00 6.64
27. Possible failure of

car due to damage/faults
4.28 3.33 4.87 3.795 5.00 4.10

28. Logical game progressiondrewards,
milestones, etc.

5.78 5.00 5.51 6.38 4.06 6.23

29. Suitable learning curve 5.45 4.44 4.48 7.07 5.00 5.57
30. Ease/suitability of game controls 6.88 7.78 6.15 7.58 5.31 7.29
31. More extensive career

modesde.g. rookie
to World Rally Champion

6.04 6.66 5.77 6.20 6.25 5.98

32. Extensive championship modes 5.26 3.89 5.00 6.03 5.00 5.33

Stages and cars
33. Longer rally stages 4.61 5.00 4.74 4.31 5.00 4.51 6.66

34. More rally stages 5.65 7.22 5.51 5.34 5.31 5.74
35. Real-life stages

(layout, length, names, etc.)
4.80 7.22 4.87 3.96 4.68 4.83

36. Wider selection of
carsdold and new

5.39 7.22 5.13 5.17 5.00 5.49

Multiplayer features
37. Simultaneous head-to-head modes 6.10 6.66 5.25 7.07 5.31 6.31 5.10

38. Turn-based multiplayer modes 4.02 3.89 4.23 3.79 4.06 4.01
39. Simultaneous online

head-to-head modes
4.28 4.44 3.46 5.34 2.81 4.67

40. Turn-based online
multiplayer modes

2.34 1.66 2.69 2.07 3.75 1.96

Online features
41. Online updatesdof game,

scores, etc.
2.14 1.11 2.56 1.89 2.18 2.13 3.26

42. Online featuresdcompetitions,
news, etc.

3.31 2.22 3.07 3.96 2.81 3.44

Extra items
43. Customisable driver roster 5 5 5 5 5 5 3

44. Clutch feature 1 1 1 1 1 1
45. Tutorial mode 3 3 3 3 3 3
252 Design Studies Vol 26 No. 3 May 2005
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and young gamers would cause the largest negative effect on salient

items of the game’s design. In general, and perhaps not all that

surprisingly, the item comparisons show that making a game for all

gamers appears to provide the best match of other gamer preferences

(with a value of �33.52). However, the following analysis indicates that

this may not necessarily be the best option.

Table 3 presents the items that would be chosen as part of the optimal

solution using an AHP-structured analysis. The numbers highlighted in

bold are those that would be selected for the optimal solution,

determined by the highest value for each of the 42 preference items

between the gamer groups. The results suggest that, for example, in the

category graphics, the item ‘high frame rate/graphical clarity &

smoothness’ should be given the highest priority (to satisfy casual

gamers), followed sequentially by ‘high level of graphical detail’

(casual), ‘graphical realism of environment’ (moderate), ‘graphical

realism of cars’ (moderate), and ‘graphical realism of different

viewpoints’ (moderate). Summing all the chosen prioritisations for

various gamers in each item-preference group gives the relative rankings

for design categories:

1stdgraphics

2nd (joint)dtechnical realism

2nd (joint)dstages and cars

4thdstructure and challenge

5thdmultiplayer features

6thdlicensing

7thdsounds

8thdonline features

9thdextra items

It can be seen that using this technique rather than the more usual gut

feeling, a design team can ensure to a reliable degree the extent to which

important aspects of design are tailored to different segments of the

market.

3 Conclusions
The results from preference comparisons presented in this paper have

shown how different categories of gamer would be affected if a particular

game design were chosen over another. There is also strong evidence to

suggest that choosing a game to satisfy any one of the main gamer

segments can jeopardise the expectations of other groups. AHP-

structured analysis offers a way of maximising the potential of a game
uirements 253
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in order to meet the expectations of the majority of gamers, and can

provide a games-development team with an overall synopsis of the most

important design categories for the game in question so that production

schedules can be planned more effectively.

This paper has focused on the incorporation of gamer preferences into

the design and development of new interactive rally games, but the

methods described could easily be adapted for other driving/racing

games, for other game genres such as platform, action, or sport, and

indeed beyond games into other areas. An AHP can be applied to

virtually any product or service design which requires a prioritisation of

user preferences. The outcomes of our research thus potentially provide

decision makers with systematic tools combining qualitative and

quantitative procedures (in this instance, using gamer classification,

prioritisation of game-design aspects, and gameplay quantification)

with which to control the design process in terms of the allocation of

resources, to foresee the likely impact on development, and most

importantly, to achieve the transfer of customer requirements into the

final product. As an addition to existing procedures of qualitative

gameplay synthesis (Rouse, 2001; Fabricatore et al., 2002), including

those involving the ethical, social, and educational issues surrounding

video games (Frasca, 2001; Coyne, 2003), the quantitative techniques

proposed in this paper can be used for achieving a holistic design and

development process. They offer companies, especially those in high-risk

and highly volatile industries with ever-increasing levels of customer

expectation, practical alternatives to the somewhat hit-and-miss

‘organic’ approaches sometimes adopted by designers and program-

mersdtypically so within the games industrydwhich can result in

products being perceived as sub-standard. In rapidly changing in-

dustries like that of video games, such approaches should arguably be

replaced with the one suggested here, since developing a product which

truly meets the demands of customers is not a game capable of being

reset at the press of a button.
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